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Oxford University Press, United Kingdom, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. 2nd Revised edition.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Education is of relevance to everyone but it involves a
specialized vocabulary and terminology which may be opaque or unfamiliar to those new to the
field. This UK-focused Dictionary of Education provides clear and concise definitions for over 1,100
terms, from A* to zero tolerance, that anyone studying education or working in the field is likely to
encounter. Coverage includes all sectors of education: pre-school, primary, secondary, further and
higher education, special needs, adult and continuing education, and work-based learning. It also
includes major legislation, key figures and organizations, and national curriculum and assessment
terminology. This second edition covers all the contemporary reforms being introduced to revise
the school examinations system and to reform the process of initial teacher training in England and
Wales. Coverage of the vocabulary of education has also been increased, and longer and more
detailed entries are included for terms relating to disability and inclusive practice, such as autistic
spectrum disorder, attention deficit, and dyslexia, and to professional development, such as mentor.
Entries regarding projects and initiatives that are now obsolete have been deleted. The dictionary
features entry-level...
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I actually began looking over this pdf. This can be for all those who statte there was not a worthy of reading through. I am easily can get a enjoyment of
reading through a written publication.
-- Ra fa el Feeney Jr .-- Ra fa el Feeney Jr .

A top quality publication and also the font employed was interesting to learn. It is really simplistic but excitement within the fi y percent from the book. Its
been designed in an remarkably basic way in fact it is only following i finished reading this pdf where in fact changed me, modify the way i believe.
-- Ra chel Stiedem a nn-- Ra chel Stiedem a nn
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